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Bloom syndrome helicase in meiosis:
Pro-crossover functions of an
anti-crossover protein
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The functions of the Bloom syndrome helicase (BLM) and its

orthologs are well characterized in mitotic DNA damage

repair, but their roles within the context of meiotic recombi-

nationare less clear. Inmeiotic recombination,multiple repair

pathways are used to repair meiotic DSBs, and current

studies suggest that BLM may regulate the use of these

pathways. Based on literature from Saccharomyces cerevi-

siae, Arabidopsis thaliana, Mus musculus, Drosophila mel-

anogaster, andCaenorhabditis elegans, we present a unified

model foracriticalmeioticroleofBLManditsorthologs. Inthis

model, BLM and its orthologs utilize helicase activity to

regulate theuseofvariouspathways inmeiotic recombination

bycontinuouslydisassembling recombination intermediates.

This unwinding activity provides the meiotic program with a

steadypool of early recombination substrates, increasing the

probability for a DSB to be processed by the appropriate

pathway. As a result of BLM activity, crossovers are properly

placed throughout the genome, promoting proper chromo-

somal disjunction at the end of meiosis. This unified model

can be used to further refine the complex role of BLM and its

orthologs in meiotic recombination.

Keywords:.Bloom syndrome helicase; crossover patterning; double-
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Introduction

Double-strand breaks (DSBs) can be detrimental to mitoti-
cally dividing cells if repaired as crossovers (reviewed in [1]).
During repair by homologous recombination (HR), cells
employ a high-fidelity DSB repair mechanism that uses a
homologous template (Fig. 1). The proposed steps within the
mitotic HR model for DSB repair are well defined. After the
formation of a DSB (Fig. 1A), the ends of the DSB are resected
to form 30 tails (Fig. 1B). One 30 tail invades a homologous
template to form a key intermediate, the D-loop, which can
be enlarged by DNA synthesis (Fig. 1C). With aid from
helicases, the D-loop can be unwound from the invaded
template either prior to synthesis to reverse the strand
exchange, or after synthesis to promote synthesis-dependent
strand annealing (SDSA) to produce a noncrossover repair
product (Fig. 1D). Alternatively, the other resected end can
anneal to the displaced template strand and prime synthesis
across the break (Fig. 1E). Ligation of this intermediate
generates a double-Holliday junction (dHJ) structure
(Fig. 1F). Helicases and associated topoisomerases can
dissolve the dHJ, again generating noncrossover products
(Fig. 1G). In the absence of dissolution, the toxic dHJ must be
removed; specialized structure-specific nucleases (SSNs)
cleave each HJ in an unbiased manner (either orientation
of cleavage; Fig. 1H), generating either crossover (Fig. 1I) or
noncrossover (Fig. 1J) products with equal probability.
Because noncrossovers are the favorable outcome in DSB
repair in mitotic cells, the helicase-dependent pathways
SDSA and dissolution are considered to be the primary
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mitotic HR mechanisms, and as a result, anti-crossover
helicases play a large role in maintaining genomic stability.

Bloom syndrome helicase (BLM), a member of the
conserved RecQ helicase family, has been implicated in
anti-crossover activity in mitotic cells. Bi-allelic mutations
in BLM give rise to Bloom syndrome, a recessive human
genetic disorder characterized by short stature, sterility,
and cancer predisposition [2]. Cells from Bloom syndrome
patients exhibit elevated mitotic recombination, suggest-
ing that BLM prevents mitotic crossovers [3]. In
vitro studies have demonstrated that BLM can disassemble
D-loops and, with its partners topoisomerase 3a, RMI1,
and RMI2 (the BTR complex), catalyze dHJ dissolu-
tion [4–7]. In vivo studies in Drosophila show that in the
absence of Blm, mitotic SDSA is severely diminished and
mitotic crossovers are increased [8, 9] (Fig. 1D). In
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the Blm ortholog Sgs1 promotes
dissolution of dHJs during mitotic-like repair [10] (Fig. 1G).
Collectively, these in vitro and in vivo studies establish
that BLM and its orthologs have multiple conserved
roles in generating noncrossovers within the mitotic HR
pathway.

In contrast tomitoticallydividingcells,meiotic cells employa
specialized version of HR to repair a subset of DSBs as crossovers
between homologs, ultimately promoting proper chromosomal
segregationat thefirstmeiotic division. ThemeioticDSBs that are
not selected to become crossovers are repaired into noncross-
overs, primarily via SDSA [11, 12], a feature of HR shared between
meioticandmitotic cells. SinceSDSAmaybe facilitated largelyby
BLM inmitoticHR, it is intuitive topropose that the role ofBLM in

meioticHRis togeneratenoncrossoversviaSDSA. Indeed,studies
in multiple organisms have found BLM orthologs to be essential
for normal meiosis [13–21]. However, it has become increasingly
clear that the roles ofBLMorthologs inmeioticHRextendbeyond
promoting noncrossover recombination and that these rolesmay
include, perhaps surprisingly, promoting crossover formation.

In this review, we discuss the many meiotic roles of BLM
orthologs in the model organisms S. cerevisiae (budding yeast;
Sgs1),Arabidopsis thaliana (thale cress; RECQ4AandRECQ4B),
Musmusculus (mouse;BLM),Drosophilamelanogaster (fruitfly;
Blm), and Caenorhabditis elegans (nematode; HIM-6). We
reviewtheproposalof twotypesofcrossovers (Class Iand II)and
expand this to consider two classes of meiotic HR crossover
pathways, the Class I and II pathways, uniting ideas from
several sources [16, 22–25]. Finally, we review and propose
hypotheses for the involvement of BLM orthologs in regulating
the use and execution of these crossover pathways.

Pathways for generating Class I and II
crossovers: An expanded model for
meiotic HR

Meiotic HR is initiated by the formation of programmed DSBs
(Fig. 2A) (reviewed in [26]), which are repaired using the
homolog to yield crossover or noncrossover chromosomes.
While themajorityofmeioticDSBsare repairedasnoncrossovers
viaSDSA[16] (Fig. 2B), crossover formationbetweenhomologs is
required for accurate chromosomal disjunction at the end of

Figure 1. Mitotic Homologous Recombina-
tion (HR). A: Mitotic HR begins with a
spontaneous DSB. B: The DSB is resected
to yield 30 single-stranded tails. C: A 30 tail
invades a homologous template, displacing a
strand to create a D-loop. D: After synthesis
off of the template, the nascent strand can
be unwound and annealed to the other
resected end of the DSB strand through
synthesis-dependent strand annealing
(SDSA), which is facilitated by BLM, to
create a noncrossover. E: Alternatively, the
displaced strand can anneal to the other
side of the DSB to prime synthesis. F: After
synthesis and ligation, a double-Holliday
junction (dHJ) intermediate is formed. G: The
dHJ can be unwound in a process called
dissolution, facilitated by BLM, to generate a
noncrossover. H: If not dissolved, the dHJ
can be cleaved by endonucleases at the red
triangles (or at the opposite strands at each
HJ) to create a crossover (I). dHJs can also
be cleaved by endonucleases at the open
arrows (or at the opposite strands at each
HJ) to generate a noncrossover (J). Dotted
lines indicated nascent synthesis. Final prod-
ucts are represented after repair of any
mismatches or other heterologies between
parental molecules so as to emphasize
transfer of sequence information from the
template.
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meiosis I. To ensure proper segregation, crossovers must be
properly placed along the chromosome and among chromo-
somes [27, 28]. Thus, several crossover patterning phenomena
areenforceduponmeioticHR todesignatewhichDSBs (or repair
intermediates; for simplicity, we will refer to these as DSBs) will
be repaired as crossovers versus noncrossovers.

Two important crossover patterning phenomena are
interference and assurance. Crossover interference
reduces the probability of one DSB being repaired into a
crossover if a nearby DSB has already been designated to
become a crossover, resulting in crossovers being widely
spaced along a chromosome arm (reviewed in [29]).
Crossover assurance is the guarantee that each chromo-
some pair will receive at least one crossover regardless of
chromosome size (reviewed in [30]). Together, these
phenomena give rise to interfering crossovers that are
distributed so as to ensure accurate chromosome segrega-
tion at the end of meiosis.

Interfering crossovers in wild-type meiosis are formed
through a pathway that employs meiosis-specific “pro-
crossover” protein complexes (Fig. 2C). In Arabidopsis, S.
cerevisiae, C. elegans, and M. musculus, a central component
of this complex consists of the Msh4 and Msh5 orthologs,
which form the MutSɣ heterodimer (reviewed in [31]).
Drosophila and other higher flies are unique among animals
in lacking Msh4 and Msh5 orthologs, and instead appear to

use a protein complex termed mei-MCM [32]. Incorporation or
stabilization of these complexes is thought to designate an
intermediate to become a crossover. The final crossover-
designated intermediate is cleaved by an endonuclease
(Fig. 2D) to produce mostly or exclusively crossover products
(Fig. 2E) [11, 33]. In Arabidopsis, S. cerevisiae, and M.
musculus, this endonuclease complex includes MutLɣ (Mlh1
and Mlh3) (reviewed in [31]), but in Drosophila the catalyti-
cally active subunit is Mei-9 (the ortholog of the nucleotide
excision repair protein Rad1/XPF) [34] and in C. elegans
several partially redundant nucleases, including XPF-1 and
MUS-81, are used [14, 17, 35].

In many organisms, a minor fraction of meiotic cross-
overs and crossovers that occur in mutants that lack MutSɣ
do not exhibit interference, leading Zalevsky et al. [22] to
propose that there are two different meiotic crossover
pathways that produce crossovers with different properties.
Crossovers that exhibit interference are referred to as Class I
crossovers, whereas those that do not participate in
interference are called Class II crossovers [23, 24].

The Class I and II labels are generally used to differentiate
the crossovers, but we find it helpful to expand this usage to
the pathways that generate these crossovers. The pathway
described above, which uses pro-crossover protein complexes
and produces interfering crossovers, is the Class I pathway
(Fig. 2, red box). On the other hand, crossover patterning and

Figure 2. Meiotic Homologous Recombination.
A: Meiotic HR is initiated by a programmed
DSB. B: After resection and D-loop formation,
intermediates can undergo SDSA to yield non-
crossovers (NCOs). C: Crossover-designated
intermediates in the Class I pathway are stabi-
lized by pro-crossover complexes. D: Meiosis-
specific endonucleases resolve dHJs, E: exclu-
sively generating crossovers that are patterned
along and among chromosomes and poised to
promote disjunction at the end of meiosis. F:
Alternatively, Class II intermediates are proc-
essed independent of pro-crossover complexes.
G: Ligated dHJs can either be dissolved (not
pictured) or cleaved in an unbiased manner, H:
resulting in a 1:1 ratio of crossovers: noncross-
overs. Brackets: Crossovers created exclusively
through the Class II pathway can yield nondis-
junction due to lack of crossover patterning [21].
Note: For simplicity, coordination of dHJ resolu-
tion between multiple nuclease subunits is not
depicted.
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biased resolution do not occur in the Class II pathway (Fig. 2,
blue box) [16, 21, 24, 25]. Rather, meiotic intermediates that
enter the Class II pathway are repaired similarly to DSBs in the
mitotic HR pathway. Some dHJs may be produced, with at
least some being independent of stabilization by the pro-
crossover complexes (Fig. 2F). These joint molecules can
either be disassembled into noncrossovers through dissolu-
tion, or can be resolved through cleavage by an SSN, such as
Mus81 [16, 25], in an unbiased manner (Fig. 2G), generating
crossovers and noncrossovers in a 1:1 ratio (Fig. 2H).

Although crossovers generated by the Class II pathway
are competent to form chiasmata (physical connections
between homologs due to a crossover), in the absence of
Class I crossovers, they may not be sufficient to guarantee
proper disjunction due to their unpatterned placement
throughout the genome [21]. Thus, crossover formation by
the Class I pathway is favored over the Class II pathway.
This crossover pathway favoritism suggests that there may
be regulatory mechanisms promoting DSB processing
through the Class I pathway and/or prohibiting the use
of the Class II pathway. Bearing in mind that the majority of
the DSBs are processed via SDSA to generate noncrossovers,
regulation of meiotic DSB processing through three path-
ways� SDSA, Class I, and Class II� is complex and not well
understood.

S. cerevisiae
Sgs1: The pioneering meiotic pathway regulator

Crossover patterning enforced in the Class I pathway leads to
optimal crossover placement throughout the genome for
promoting proper disjunction of homologs. Thus, it is
reasonable to hypothesize a regulatory mechanism that
promotes crossover formation through the Class I pathway.
Perhaps surprisingly, this mechanism appears to involve the
ortholog of BLM in S. cerevisiae, Sgs1, which is generally
considered an anti-crossover helicase.

Historically, Sgs1 is one of the first anti-crossover helicases
to be examined in meiosis, initially demonstrated to be
required for efficient sporulation in 1996 [36]. Since then,
myriad studies have shown that Sgs1 is an integral regulator of
S. cerevisiae recombination. In S. cerevisiae, most noncross-
overs appear before the dHJs and crossovers [11]. In sgs1
mutants, this early noncrossover formation is abolished [16],
and dHJs are subsequently resolved by mitotic SSNs rather
than the meiosis-specific resolvase MutLɣ [16, 25]. Further,
most, if not all, crossovers generated in sgs1mutants appear to
be independent of the Class I pro-crossover stabilization
complex MutSɣ [16] and exhibit reduced interference [13],
suggesting these crossovers are created through the Class II
pathway. Additionally, an increase in sister-chromatid

Figure 3. Model of Sgs1 in S. cerevisiae within
meiotic recombination. A: After formation of a
DSB, 50 ends are resected to reveal 30 tails. B:
30 tails can inappropriately invade multiple
homologs or sister chromatids (not pictured) to
create aberrant joint molecules. These joint
molecules are unwound by Sgs1 to regenerate
the 30 resected ends. C: The 30 tail can invade
the homologous chromosome to create a D-
loop. D: A D-loop can be processed by the
Class I pathway, to be subsequently stabilized
by the MutSɣ complex and resolved by MutLɣ
complex to generate a patterned crossover. E:
D-loops that have undergone synthesis can be
unwound by Sgs1, creating noncrossovers via
SDSA. Sgs1 can unwind the D-loop if synthesis
did not occur; if there is too little synthesis for
complementarity, Sgs1 unwinds to regenerate
the resected intermediate with some synthesis.
F: D-loops can be processed by the Class II
pathway, where they are eventually cleaved into
equal ratios of crossovers to noncrossovers.
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recombination is observed when Sgs1 is absent [13, 37].
Together, these results suggest that Sgs1 has multiple roles in
meiotic recombination, facilitating both early noncrossover
formation and formation of Class I crossovers between
homologous chromosomes.

From data obtained from the studies described above, an
elegant model has been proposed for the roles of Sgs1 in
meiosis [12, 16]. We present a modification of this model that
incorporates the Class I and Class II pathway concept (Fig. 3).
After the formation of a DSB, 50 resection occurs, yielding a
break with two 30 overhangs (Fig. 3A). These 30 ends can
stochastically invade any homologous template (though there
is a mechanism that discourages use of the sister chromatid,
e.g. see [38]), and it is the job of Sgs1 to continuously
disassemble the resulting D-loops to maintain a constant pool
of intermediates at very early stages of recombination, not yet
committed to go down any particular repair pathway. In some
instances, the two 30 overhangs can invade different
chromatids (e.g. one into each sister chromatid of the
homologous chromosome) to generate aberrant joint mole-
cules; Sgs1 and its interacting partners must dismantle these
intermediates [12] (Fig. 3B). In cases where one end has
invaded a chromatid of the homolog (Fig. 3C), the resulting
D-loop can be captured by MutSɣ pro-crossover complex,
thereby blocking its disassembly by Blm (Fig. 3D). These
stabilized intermediates are then processed through the Class
I crossover pathway to yield patterned crossovers. D-loops
that have undergone synthesis but have not been stabilized by
MutSɣ can undergo Sgs1-faciliatated SDSA to form noncross-
overs (Fig. 3E). Lastly, intermediates that are not unwound by
Blm and that are not stabilized by pro-crossover complexes are
processed by the Class II pathway (called ALT by Kaur et al.
[12]), generating crossovers and noncrossovers at equal
probability (Fig. 3F).

This model parsimoniously incorporates extensive data
that have been obtained from sgs1 mutants in S. cerevisiae
meiosis while considering the biochemical activities of BLM
and Sgs1. Sgs1 promotes formation of crossovers through the
Class I pathway by constantly regenerating early recombina-
tion intermediates, and at the same time, prevents Class II
processing by unwinding inappropriate D-loops. Yet, there are
limitations to this model. In particular, a subset of crossovers
produced in the absence of Sgs1 may still be dependent on
MutSɣ [39], suggesting that either the Class I pathway is still
active sgs1mutants, though at lower levels, or that some Class
II crossovers are MutSɣ-dependent. We favor the former

interpretation (which is asserted throughout this review), as
MutSɣ-dependence is a defining criterion of Class I cross-
overs [22, 23]. Indeed, if the Class I pathway is partially active
in sgs1 mutants, then Sgs1 may have a more direct role in
promoting the full use of the Class I pathway in wild type
meiotic HR than what is proposed above.

While Sgs1 has proven to be critical for proper meiotic HR,
it is important to note that Sgs1 is not acting alone within
meiotic HR; instead, its meiotic roles are dependent upon its
interacting partners, topoisomerase 3a (Top 3a) and RMI1-a
conserved complex referred to as the STR complex (Table 1). In
S. cerevisiae, recent studies by Kaur et al. [12] and Tang
et al. [40] demonstrate that all of the described meiotic
functions of Sgs1 are dependent upon Top3 and Rmi1.
Unexpectedly, these studies revealed that Rmi1 and Top3 act
independently of Sgs1 to disentangle chromosomes in late
meiotic prophase, allowing for proper chromosomal segrega-
tion [12, 40]. Similar BLM-independent roles for RMI1 and
TOP3a have been described in Arabidopsis [20, 41–43] and C.
elegans [44].

Arabidopsis RECQ4A/B: Paralogs that promote
and prevent crossovers

As discussed above, in S. cerevisiae, it is posited that Sgs1 acts
as both a promoter of Class I crossover formation and an
inhibitor of Class II crossover formation through maintaining
a steady flux of early recombination intermediates (Fig. 3). As
in S. cerevisiae, A. thaliana meiosis is dependent upon the
presence of BLM orthologs. The paralogs RECQ4A and
RECQ4B (herein referred to as RECQ4A/B), are BLM orthologs
that appear to be redundant in meiosis [20]. The meiotic
redundancy between RECQ4A/B is in stark contrast with these
paralogs’ mitotic roles: RECQ4A mutants display hypersensi-
tivity to DNA damaging agents and increased recombination,
but RECQ4B mutants do not exhibit these defects [45]. The
apparent discordance in redundancy of RECQ4A and RECQ4B
in meiosis and mitosis suggests that these paralogs have
meiosis-specific roles.

During Arabidopsis meiotic HR, RECQ4A/B appear in
abundance on chromosome axes as shown through immuno-
fluorescence (IF), presumably soon after the onset of pro-
grammed DSBs, suggesting RECQ4A/B act early in HR [46]. In
the absence of RECQ4A/B, aberrant connections between
homologs are observed [20], suggesting that RECQ4A/B, like

Table 1. STR/BTR orthologs in model organisms

Protein

Organism BLM TOP3a RMI1 RMI2 BLM-independent meiotic functions?

S. cerevisiae Sgs1 Top3 Rmi1 N/A Yes [12, 40]

A. thaliana RECQ4A/B TOP3a RMI1 RMI2 Yes [20, 41–43]
M. musculus Blm Top3a Rmi1 Rmi2 unknown
D. melanogaster Blm Top3a N/A N/A unknown

C. elegans HIM-6 TOP-3 RMH-1 N/A Yes [44]

N/A, no ortholog in this species.
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S. cerevisiae Sgs1, dismantles multi-chromatid recombination
intermediates. Additionally, in RECQ4A/B null mutants, the
dependence of crossover formation onMutSɣ is eliminated [20],
suggesting that RECQ4A/B has some role in guiding DSBs into
the Class I pathway. Interestingly, in the absence of RECQ4A/B,
crossovers are increased 6-fold without a change in DSB
number. Although there is an increase in crossovers, the

number of MutSɣ-dependent interactions is not changed when
compared to wildtype; further, crossover interference is
abolished [20]. Together, these results suggest that Class I
crossovers are still generated in RECQ4A/B null mutants.
Seguela-Arnaud et al. [20] suggest that the dramatic increase in
observedcrossovers isduetoacombinationof theeliminationof
RECQ4A/B-dependent SDSA in the Class I pathway and
unbiased cleavage of intermediates in the Class II pathway.

In light of the Sgs1 model in S. cerevisiae (Fig. 3),
and considering the in vitro biochemical properties of BLM
[5, 6, 47, 48],wepropose thatRECQ4A/Bacts similarly toSgs1 in
meiotic recombination. In this model, RECQ4A/B uses its
helicase activity to dismantle aberrant multi-chromatid recom-
bination molecules and unwind D-loops to create a steady flux
of early recombination intermediates that have the potential to
be designated as interfering crossovers and subsequently
stabilized by MutSɣ. D-loops that have not been designated
to go down the Class I crossover pathway, but have undergone
synthesis, are also unwound by RECQ4A/B, resulting in
noncrossovers via SDSA. In the absence of RECQ4A/B, both
the Class I and II pathways are active; only the SDSApathway is
inactive, resulting in a dramatic increase in crossovers.

Althoughwe propose that RECQ4A/B and Sgs1 act similarly
in a meiotic context, the phenotypes of RECQ4A/B and sgs1
mutants are not identical. Without RECQ4A/B, Class I cross-
overs are presumed to be near or above wild-type levels [20], a
result that isnot observed in sgs1mutants [37]. Furthermore, the
dramatic sixfold increase in crossovers seen in RECQ4A/B null
mutants is not observed in sgs1 mutants [16, 25]. These
differences in mutant phenotypes suggest that RECQ4A/B
and Sgs1 may have subtle differences in regulating meiotic
recombination intermediates, or that another helicase in S.
cerevisiae, such asMph1,maybe able to promote SDSA [49, 50].

Mammalian BLM: Inhibitor of inappropriate
interactions

As inArabidopsisand S. cerevisiae, it iswidely accepted that the
Class I pathway generates the majority of crossovers in mouse
meiosis.AlthoughtheClass IIpathway inmousemeiosishasnot
been defined by the presence of non-interfering crossovers,
Hollowayetal. showedthatMus81,aSSNimplicated intheClass
II pathway in budding yeast and Arabidopsis [23, 25, 51],
generates a subset of the crossovers that are independent of the
Class I endonuclease MutLɣ [52]. This result suggests that the
Class II pathway is indeed active in mouse meiosis.

In addition to utilizing alternative SSNs, for a crossover
pathway to be considered truly Class II it must also be
independent of pro-crossover complexes and produce unpat-
terned crossovers. To this point, Holloway et al. show that in
Mus81mutants, the number of MutSɣ foci does not change, but
MutLɣ foci � used also as a proxy for crossovers � increase,
resulting in adecrease in interference [52]. These results suggest
two models for this second crossover pathway in mammalian
meiosis: (i) Mus81-dependent recombination intermediates
are not stabilized by MutSɣ but can be resolved by the Class I
nuclease MutLɣ when Mus81 is absent (Fig. 4A); or (ii)
Mus81-dependent recombination intermediates are stabilized
byMutSɣ andare resolvedbyMutLɣ inMus81mutants (Fig. 4B).

Figure 4. Models of Class I/Class II crossover pathways in
mammals. A: D-loop formation can either be processed by the
Class I pathway, whereby MutSɣ stabilization and MutLɣ resolution
can occur. If processed by the Class II pathway, the intermediate
will be cleaved by Mus81 to generate a crossover. Gray arrow: In
the absence of Mus81, Class II intermediates are stabilized by
MutSɣ and resolved by MutLɣ. B: Alternatively, MutSɣ stabilizes the
recombination intermediate prior to Class I/Class II processing. Gray
arrow: In the absence of Mus81, MutLɣ resolves the intermediate.
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Additional experiments, including determiningwhetherMus81
crossovers are MutSɣ-independent and examining interference
inMus81-dependentcrossovers, are required todetermine if this
Class II mammalian pathway is similar to the Class II pathway
proposed for yeast and plants.

There have been few investigations of the roles of Blm in
mammalianmeiosis. Cytological studies demonstrate that Blm
is present throughout the progression of prophase I in mouse
meiosis, from the time of early DSB processing (as inferred
from Dmc1 co-localization) to later recombination processing
(as inferred by Mlh1 staining) [15, 53, 54]. As in Arabidopsis,
progression of the Class I pathway appears to be normal in
mouse Blm mutants, as determined by dynamics of Msh4 and
Mlh1/3 foci. However, altered meiotic chromatid structures
that are suggestive of promiscuous homolog or sister
interactions are observed [52], as in Arabidopsis [20].

Thedatapresented above suggest that in theabsence of Blm
the Class I crossover pathway may still be active and aberrant
chromatid interactionsmay be occurring. Assuming the second
pathway in mammalian meiosis is equivalent to the Class II
pathway defined for other model organisms (Fig. 4A), and
noting the similarities of Blmmutant cytological phenotypes to
those seen inArabidopsis,wesuggestamodel inwhichBlmacts
similarly to Sgs1 in S. cerevisiae (Fig. 3) and RECQ4A/B in
Arabidopsis. In thismodel,mammalian Blm controls the flux of
early recombination intermediates by (i) unwinding inappro-
priate chromatid interactions, (ii) disassembling D-loops that

are not stabilized by MutSɣ, and (iii) generating noncrossovers
from D-loops that have undergone synthesis and are not
stabilized for entry into the Class II pathway.

Drosophila Blm: Promoter of patterning through
pathway selection

In Drosophila meiosis, most � if not all � crossovers are
formed through the Class I pathway. Typical of Class I
products, these crossovers exhibit crossover patterning
phenomena such as interference and the centromere effect
(the inhibition of proximal crossovers), both of which were
initially discovered in Drosophila [55, 56]. Class I crossovers in
Drosophila also are dependent on the pro-crossover mei-MCM
complex [32] and are presumably produced through biased
resolution by MEI-9 [34, 57]. In the absence of MEI-9, residual
crossovers occur, providing the first hint that a second
crossover pathway may be active in Drosophila meiosis
[34, 58]. However, studies investigating themeiotic role of Blm
unveiled a clearer description of the Class II pathway in
flies [21, 32].

In Blmmutants, crossovers are no longer dependent on the
mei-MCM complex [32] or MEI-9 [21], and crossover patterning
phenomena are either reduced or completely abolished [21]. A
mutation that allows production of Blm protein but abolishes
ATPase activity results in the same defects [21]. Collectively,

Figure 5. Model of Blm in Drosophila meiotic
recombination. A: After D-loop formation, Blm
can unwind the intermediate that has under-
gone synthesis to create a noncrossover, or if
no synthesis occurred, Blm can unwind to
regenerate the 30 resected end intermediate. B:
Crossover-designated D-loop intermediates are
processed through the Class I pathway to be
resolved into patterned crossovers. C: Alterna-
tively, D-loop intermediates can be processed
by the Class II pathway to generate both
crossovers and noncrossovers.
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these data indicate that Blm utilizes its helicase function to
promote crossover formation through the Class I pathway,
while inhibiting the use of the Class II pathway.

With the model for S. cerevisiae Sgs1 in mind, we propose
thatDrosophila Blm alsomaintains the flux of early recombina-
tion intermediate, thereby regulating theuseof theClass I, Class
II, and SDSApathways (Fig. 5). After resection, there is invasion
of a 30 end into thehomolog. The synaptonemal complex,which
inDrosophila is built prior to the introduction of DSBs [59], may
provide a barrier to sister chromatid invasion. After D-loop
formation, either (i) Blm unwinds the structure to regenerate a
resected end ready to invade a homologous template once
again; (ii) synthesis occurs, followed by unwinding by Blm to
promote noncrossover generation via SDSA (Fig. 5A); or (iii) the
mei-MCM complex stabilizes the intermediate so that disassem-
bly by Blm is blocked and it can enter the Class I crossover
pathway (Fig. 5B).

In this model, Blm is protecting early recombination
intermediates from being processed by the Class II pathway as
well as promoting Class I crossover designation by maintain-
ing a pool of substrates upon which Class I machinery can act.
This model predicts that in the absence of Blm, the Class I
pathway is still active (perhaps at lower levels than in wild-
type) and that the SDSA pathway is abolished or impaired,
suggesting that most of the DSB intermediates are processed
via the Class II pathway (Fig. 5C).

Notably, it is yet to be determined cytologically whether the
Class I pathway remains active in Blmmutants, as predicted by
the model in Fig. 5, but genetically this assertion is not
supported. In mei-9; Blm double mutants the crossover
frequency is similar to that of Blm single mutants, which is
about sixfold higher than in mei-9 single mutants, suggesting
that MEI-9 is not actively generating Class I crossovers in Blm
mutants [21]. Additional studiesmust bedone todeterminehow
much (if any) Class I pathway activity remains in Blmmutants.

C. elegans HIM-6: The Class I facilitator

In S. cerevisiae, Arabidopsis, and possibly M. musculus and
Drosophila, the Class II pathway generates a subset of meiotic
crossovers [23, 51, 52]. During wild-type meiotic HR in C.
elegans, however, only the Class I pathway is active,
producing exactly one crossover per chromosome pair
[22, 60]. Because the Class II pathway is not utilized in
wild-type C. elegans meiosis, the need for a Class I pathway
regulatory role of HIM-6, the C. elegans ortholog of BLM,
should be eliminated. Consistent with this prediction, gross
meiotic progression and crossover designation are normal in
HIM-6 mutants, as shown by MutSɣ cytology and other
meiotic markers [18]. However, HIM-6 is not dispensable for
meiosis; rather it is required for wild type levels of both

Figure 6. Model of HIM-6 in C. elegans meiotic
recombination. A: HIM-6 can disassemble D-
loops to regenerate 30 resected end intermedi-
ates. If the D-loop underwent synthesis, HIM-6
can unwind the intermediate to generate a
noncrossover via SDSA. B: Crossover-desig-
nated intermediates are resolved into crossovers
through one of two parallel nuclease pathways:
the HIM-6-XPF-1 pathway and the MUS-81-SLX-
1 pathway. C: Speculative mechanism of HIM-6
facilitating biased resolution of recombination
intermediates: Two HIM-6 molecules unwind an
unstable ligated intermediate, forming a structure
available for a XPF-1 dimer to cut and resolve
into a crossover.
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noncrossovers and crossovers, placing HIM-6 in two impor-
tant steps in meiotic HR [18].

RAD-51 foci, which mark early recombination intermediates,
persist in HIM-6mutants, perhaps at sites of intermediates that
would have become noncrossovers through SDSA [35]. This
suggests that noncrossover formation via SDSA is dependent
upon HIM-6, similar to what is proposed in yeast, plants, and
mice [15, 16, 20]. Further, an increase in MutSɣ-independent
homolog interactions is observed in him-6 mutants [18],
suggesting that aberrant interactions may occur in lieu of
noncrossover formation.

InC.elegans, crossover-designated intermediatesare resolved
into crossovers by two parallel endonuclease pathways, one
requiringXPF-1 and the other using SLX-1 andMUS-81 [14, 17, 35].
EpistasisexperimentsplaceHIM-6 intheXPF-1crossoverpathway
[17], and in the absence ofHIM-6 a subset of crossover-designated
intermediates fail tomature into crossovers [18]. This observation
leads to the hypothesis that HIM-6 is acting directly on late
recombination intermediates to bias their resolution into cross-
overs by XPF-1.

Together, these data suggest a model in which HIM-6 has
two important functions: to generate noncrossovers via SDSA
(Fig. 6A) and to confer crossover resolutionbiaswithXPF-1 (Fig.
6B). These roles can be incorporated into the model posited for
yeast (Fig. 3). After resection, the 30 ends of the DSB invade the
homologous chromosome. As in Drosophila, the synaptonemal
complex is built prior to the onset of DSBs [61], perhaps
eliminating sister chromatid invasion. D-loops that are not
stabilized by MutSɣ are disassembled by HIM-6 only to
stochastically invade again, and D-loops that have undergone
synthesis are unwound byHIM-6 to generate noncrossovers via
SDSA. Intermediates thatarestabilizedbyMutSɣare resolvedby
the two parallel pathways, one inwhichHIM-6 is used to confer
resolution bias.

Models speculating how crossover-biased resolution
occurs through two parallel, partially redundant endonuclease
pathways have been proposed [17, 18]. In one pathway, SLX-1 is
proposed to nick a Holliday junction and MUS-81 is then
responsible for the counter-nick on the opposing strand. In the
parallel endonuclease pathway, HIM-6 acts as a dimer to unwind
the intermediate to create a molecule that the XPF-1 homodimer
can access and cleave in a biased manner, also resulting in a
crossover (Fig. 6C). There is not yet any evidence that XPF-1 and
HIM-6 interact physically, but previous studies have revealed
physical interactions between BLM andMUS-81 in humanmitotic
cells [62]. Both resolution mechanisms have been proposed to
occur in the crossover-biased orientation, with HIM-6 imparting
bias to the XPF-1 nuclease [17, 18]. However, to achieve crossover
bias indHJ resolution, cleavageof the twoHolliday junctionsmust
be coordinated with one another (Fig. 1H) and it is unclear how
either resolvase pathway might achieve that.

Meiotic crossovers are historically classified as Class I based
on three different criteria: crossovers display interference, are
dependent on pro-crossover complexes, and are generated in a
biased manner by a meiosis-specific endonuclease complex.
Class I crossovers in C. elegans experience perfect interference
(only one crossover per chromosome pair), and are dependent
on the pro-crossover complex MutSɣ. Although HIM-6 has a
later pro-crossover role in C. eleganswhile other Blm orthologs
have an earlier pro-crossover role in meiotic HR, the alleged

bias-conferring role of HIM-6 provides HIM-6with a function in
meiosis that echoes that ofBLMorthologs inyeast, plants,mice,
and flies � to promote the formation of Class I crossovers.

Meiotic BLM: A united model to promote Class I
crossover formation

Through examination of the body of BLM meiosis literature, a
unified model for the role of meiotic BLM can be proposed. In
the model organisms discussed above, BLM and its orthologs
use its helicase function to continuously generate substrates
that can be selected for stabilization by the Class I pathway,
thereby promoting the formation of Class I crossovers. While
doing so, BLM orthologs are preventing the processing of
these intermediates by the Class II pathway (if such a pathway
exists in the organism). If sister chromatid or multi-chromatid
associations occur, BLM orthologs disassemble these inap-
propriate interactions. Lastly, intermediates that have under-
gone synthesis but are not selected to enter the Class I
crossover pathway are unwound by BLM orthologs to promote
formation of noncrossovers through the SDSA pathway. Thus,
using helicase activity, the meiotic roles of BLM across species
may be summed up into three conserved roles: (i) promote
Class I crossover formation; (ii) protect against the use of the
Class II pathway; and (iii) enable the SDSA noncrossover
pathway.

Conclusion

Although the role of BLM orthologs in mitotic HR has been
extensively characterized, roles in meiotic HR have been less
clear. In this review, we have discussed roles of Bloom
syndrome helicase orthologs during meiotic recombination.
Among different model organisms, these orthologs are
proposed to utilize their helicase activity to continuously
disassemble recombination intermediates, thereby regulating
meiotic recombination in multiple ways. By constantly
unwinding intermediates, BLM and its orthologs prevent
inter-sister recombination, multi-chromatid interactions, and
processing by the Class II pathway, while promoting both
SDSA noncrossover formation and Class I crossover formation.
While the models proposed here are subject to change � and
the delineation between Class I/Class II/SDSA pathways is
certainly more ambiguous than what is presented � this
review provides a nearly unified model for BLM in meiosis.
With this model as a starting point, the characterization of
BLM and its homologs in meiosis can be further defined,
providing both the meiosis and BLM communities with a
deeper understanding of the complex roles of BLM in meiotic
recombination.
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